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Gathered Glassblowing Studio Creates Art Installation for 
Renaissance Toledo Downtown Hotel Lobby 
 
TOLEDO, Ohio, May 31, 2017— Renaissance Toledo Downtown Hotel, a place to see 
and be seen, commissioned Gathered Glassblowing Studio to create a one-of-a-kind art 
installation that is featured in their lobby. The piece is called “Prism Flow”, and creates 
an unparalleled look and feel for guests to experience.  
 
The hotel will be opening soon in Downtown Toledo, and is managed by First Hospitality 
Group. From the onset of this project, it was clear that glass was going to be part of the 
design. 
 
“Toledo has long been a center of industrial and artistic glassmaking, and we've worked 
to showcase that rich heritage in our design throughout the hotel. With all of the artistic 
talent right here in Toledo we had to look no further than Gathered Glass, a 
glassblowing studio located just a few blocks away in the downtown Historic Warehouse 
District,” said Sam Schwartz, Development Director for Renaissance Toledo Downtown 
Hotel.  
 
Prism Flow is a composition of many individually handmade cast glass prisms, mounted 
on the wall of the reception area of the hotel. The cast glass pieces were made at 
Gathered Glassblowing Studio, and the custom stainless steel brackets were designed 
by, Adam Goldberg, Lead Designer at the studio, and were then fabricated at A-Plus 
Engineering in Grand Rapids, Ohio. 
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“We chose to make custom prisms for this installation because the site includes many 
skylights, allowing the lobby to change throughout the day. At moments, whole sections 
are in direct sun yielding interesting colors and light beams on the wall. The varying 
colors and river-like flow of the installation make the piece interesting even during off 
moments - when the sky is gray,” said Goldberg. 
 
Gathered Glass prides themselves on creating magic in glass when the harmony 
of fluidity, transparency, & color is achieved for every site-specific installation. Harmony 
is their goal throughout the creative process. Located at 23 N. Huron Street in 
downtown Toledo, Gathered Glass is a key member of the art scene in the city, and 
embraces the rich glass history by furthering glass in the community and the region.  
 
 
About First Hospitality Group, Inc. 
First Hospitality Group, Inc. (FHG) was recognized as #1 in Travel in Forbes America’s Best Midsize 
Employers 2017 and received a #19 ranking out of 250. For more information about FHG, 
visit www.fhginc.com or follow them on Facebook at @FHGinc and Twitter at @FHGroup_Inc. 
 
First Hospitality Group, Inc. (FHG) is a leading hotel management, acquisition and development company 
with more than 30 years of award-winning experience. FHG’s unique people-driven professional culture 
fosters a team of highly skilled and motivated hospitality experts who consistently deliver outstanding 
property level performance, as well as memorable and engaging guest experiences. Headquartered in 
Chicago, FHG’s portfolio features 19 brands and 46 properties throughout the Midwest. Having been 
recognized in 2016 as #1 in Travel in Forbes America’s Best Midsize Employers 2016, #28 overall, and #3 
amongst all of America’s best travel companies, FHG moved up to a #19 ranking out of the 250 best 
midsize employers in the country in 2017 and #1 in the Travel category for the second year in a row. FHG 
is one of only 25 companies to ever place on the Forbes list two consecutive years. For more information, 
visit www.fhginc.com.  

 
Renaissance Hotels 
At Renaissance Hotels, It's Business Unusual. Each of our 170 hotels, located in nearly 35 countries around 
the world, is unique and every stay offers unconventional programs that help business travelers discover 
rich, local experiences. We promise to feed the curiosity, fuel the imagination and excite the senses of our 
guests, who see their business trip as an exciting opportunity for new, interesting and sharable moments. 
We offer signature events in our lobbies, bars and lounges designed to showcase emerging talent in 
music, the arts, mixology, gastronomy and more. Renaissance Navigators are neighborhood experts who 
are ready to assist guests in discovering true local flavors and activities. R.E.N. Meetings offers groups an 
experience beyond a traditional meeting, rooted in creative sensory meeting design and custom-curated 
local Navigator excursions and networking events. At Renaissance Hotels, we strive to ensure that every 
trip is transformed into an eye-opening, unforgettable journey. To discover more visit 
www.renhotels.com. For upcoming events visit www.renhotels.com/events. 
 
Like us on Facebook www.facebook.com/RenHotels.  
Follow us on Twitter www.twitter.com/RenHotels.  
Like us on Instagram www.instagram/RenHotels. 
Follow us on YouTube www.youtube.com/RenHotels. 
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